C hr istmas Part ies
Hosting a Christmas Party?
This Christmas you’ll be spoilt for choice with our stunning
and enticing event spaces, perfect for hosting small groups or
large parties. With mouth-watering menus and an enviable
drinks list, there’s no reason to look elsewhere.
Florence Room / Up to 20 seated / 30 standing
With its nod to Balhams hidden history, our cosy snug is perfect
for casual drinks, smaller Christmas parties and festive family &
friends meet-ups. Situated just in front of our restaurant, but still
with the atmosphere of the bar it is directly next to our corner bar
allowing for quick service.
Bravo Room / Up to 12 seated / 15 standing
Two lush sofa's complemented by two classic armchairs, and
scattered seating, our Bravo Room is perfect for a drinks party.
Just off the main bar, it retains the atmospheric festive feel whilst
allowing you to rest up over a tipple or two.
Joint Bravo & Florence / Up to 30 seated / 45 standing
Experience the intimacy of our two casual drinking areas to fit
in all those last minute confirmations. With an array of sofa's,
easy chairs, chairs & stools, room for a lovely festive spread and
Christmas chatter over the corner bar, these adjoining spaces are
the perfect choice for a couple of drinks or a bite to eat.
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Restaurant / Up to 60 seated / 120 standing
The perfect area for a larger Christmas party; whether it be work
colleagues, fellow parents or you're just lucky enough to have that
many friends. Ideal for a large, yet intimate three course meal, the
Restaurant can also be opened up to allow everyone to get their
dancing feet moving to festive favourites. With your own private
service, deluxe leather booths, a large sofa and multiple tables this
is the perfect place to toast Christmas.
Please speak to a team member to discuss
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